For many years The Design Centre
has been heavily involved in Irish
racing, not only judging Best Dressed
competition’s but ensuring that all women
in attendance, be they first timers or
racing veterans, are dressed flawlessly.
Racing style is something we really adore
because it gives women the opportunity to
feel glamorous, stylish and confident. It is an
opportunity to really push the boundaries
of style and do something different. We
have compiled a few of our favourite Top
Picks on how to nail that winning look.

Summer racing is one of the most exciting times of the year for fashion. The fabrics
are lighter, the colours are brighter and this allows us women to really show off
our love for fashion and style. Floral headpieces and feather master creations are
all around, and it’s definitely a time to show that bigger is better. If you want to see
women really flourish, head to the races to see the fashion experts at work. The
looks we have chosen cover all your racing looks from sleek and sophisticated, to
simple and elegant and to stand out from the crowd glam. The Design Centre has
always been about taking the ordinary and making it unexpectedly extra-ordinary.

For something elegant, classic and chic, luxury French brand, Tricotine is what you’re after.
This brand is something very special, it takes that world famous French “je ne sais quo” style
and mixed with silk accents, beautiful tailoring and simple shapes, allows you to be dressed
perfectly in chic racing attire without all the fuss. Definitely our top choice for anyone
who wants to doll themselves up to look like they’ve just stepped off the pages of Vogue.

For something really out of the box, we have a designer closer to home, Catriona Hanly.
Starting her career in interior design, Catriona is something that the Irish fashion market
has never seen. Her bold colours, luxurious fabrics and stunning patterns are the epitome
of award winning racing attire. With this look we wanted to keep it effortless and let the
outfit speak for itself. Catriona wants ther designs to really grab people’s attention and
have the wearer feeling fabulous and glamorous, without being too glitzy. Her pieces
are timeless investments that will be stylish no matter when or how you wear them.

The Moet and Chandon Champion Hat competition is the opportunity for milliners
to showcase the intricate, delicate and highly skilled abilities with which we have
been blessed in Ireland. The Design Centre carries both the incredibly talented Aoife
Harrison, an Irish milliner who has come on leaps and bounds over the past few years
to become one of the most in demand milliners in the country. Aoife offers styles and
shapes that are something more modern, soft and feminine. She custom makes style
with the utmost precision and creative flare to match any outfit or colour scheme
you’re working with. There’s nothing more special than having a piece all your own.

Another fantastic milliner that we carry is the master creator, Philip Treacy.
Designer to the Royals, the Galway native’s masterpieces can be spotted a mile off
and they hold a certain something that sets him apart from your everyday creators.
Clean, crisp, dramatic and elegant, his pieces are true works of art, and a must for
any serious racing fan. When it comes to racing hats, the key is to remain chic, add
something to your outfit that compliments colours or fabrics and find a style that you
feel most comfortable in. There’s nothing more memorable than a confident woman.
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